How Deeply We Share the Same Heart, the Same Heartbeat!
I am White Eagle.
When consciousness has been raised, there will be Peace. But there will be no peace for a
while. The struggle of humanity to reach the highest realms is one of conflict — conflicting
ideals, conflicting beliefs — confronting choices, ways to go. For as many ways as there are,
there are as many humans.
Lift your Spirit and rise to a higher plane. Rise above the turmoil — even the slaughter that
you see. Bring yourself up higher, higher and now look down — for all you see is an Orb of
Light — a great, beautiful Orb of Light.
Now embrace that Orb with Love and Compassion. Let it feel your heart and let your heart
feel the Earth’s own embrace though it be bedecked with turmoil. As it embraces you as
you embrace it, realize — that Orb of Light is Who You Are.
Don’t you see? Every atom that is you, is also the Earth and all who dwell upon it. You are
One with the Universe. You are One with the All. That which you embrace is yourself — for
you are all things, all wonder, all joy, all delight.
You are all that you are meant to be. There is no peace like that of knowing how truly We
Are All One — how deeply we share the same Heart, the same Heartbeat, for We Are All
One.
Fix your mind upon this. This Truth is yours forever. Be ever mindful of who you truly are.
Not one piece of you is apart from anyone else. Strive to be magnificent — as indeed you
are! And the more you rise and the more you realize how perfect you are then can you join
hands with all of humanity and all life across this Celestial Orb.
Can you not see that you are Holy, that all life is sacred? All humans want Peace. Hold the
hand of your brother and sister and watch intently from above and pour down your Embrace
of Love and Understanding, the Wisdom of Compassion. Let your heart embrace it all —
everyone — every One and All. Embrace! For Love will overcome the disturbances of the
hour. We Are All One!

Tell everyone – We Are All One.
Bless you, my child, bless you.
So be it. Amen. Aum.
I am White Eagle. I am with you always. Speak to one and all. Speak.
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